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Abstnaet

Clusters provide a natural organization for document collections and could make the task

of retrieving documents more effrcient. Most documents are considered by IR systems as

simply a bag of words. This work shows how a document could be represented

according to the dependency relationships between words in the document. It aìso shows

how part of speech tags could be added to supplement the typical word representation.

Different similarity functions and clustering algorithms are also considered. Results from

this work showed that the infonnation theoretic definition of similarity provided a better

similarity function than traditional dice and cosine functions for ranking documents. The

results also showed that using dependency relationships alone produced worse results

than using words alone. The use of part of speech tags also did not show signifrcant

improvement over conventional use of words.
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1.1 Introduction

Document retrieval is an aspect of infolmation retrieval (iR) that involves finding

relevant text documents to some given query from a collection of documents. These

document collections could be very large and contain documents of various types,

such as abstracts, news articles and so forth. Finding a document that matches a

query could be a very difficult task.

One technique that could improve this process is that of clustering. Clustering is the

process of grouping objects together in older to maximize the similarity between

objects within the same cluster and minimize the similarity between objects in

different clusters. Essentially it is a way of organizingobjects in accordance to their

similaritv to each other.

In document retrieval, clustering could mean either term clustering or document

clustering [willet, 1988]. Any query or document could be thought of as a

collection of terms. In term clustering, different terms are clustered based on the

documents they co-occur in [Willet, 1988]. Term clustering can have several

benefits. One benefit is that it lowers the number of terms needed to represent a

document because individual terms get replaced by the cluster to which they belong.

This reduction is important when there are large amounts of data and relatively
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limited resources fBaker and McCallum, 1998]. The focus of this work however,

will be on document clusterins.

In document clttstering, similar documents are glouped together to form clusters of

documents. This kind of clustering provicles a notion of how these documents

should be organized and can provide several benefits. For example, if we feel that

some documents are relevant to a query then documents that are similar to the

relevant documents are also likely to be relevant. Similarly if a query is highly

dissimilar to some document then it is likely that it will also be dissimilar to other

documents within this cluster. Thus, clustering can add to the efficiency of retrieval

because we no longer have to compaïe all the documents to a query. Furthermore,

clustering can be used to reduce the search space of the original query fSalton,

1g711. If we find a document that is very similar to a query we could simply return

all the documents within that cluster. Similarly if we find a document that is very

dissimilar to the query then we could ignore the other documents of that cluster.

Others have also noted that clustering could actually be used as the basis for an IR

system. This process is cailed Scatter-Gather I Cutting et al, I992f. The idea is that

the documents are partitioned into some number of clusters (scatter) and a

representative description of each cluster is given to the user. The user can then

choose those clusters that they are interested in. The documents in the chosen

clusters are then collected together (gather) and the process is then repeated with this
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smaller subset. For tliis type of system the clustering process must not only be

accurate but also efficient to allow for its online nature.

Document clustering, like most other processes in document retrieval, use very little

if any Natural Language Processing (NLP). That is, very little of the information

given by the syntax or semantics of the text is used when processing the document.

Most documents are treated as a collection of terms. Typically these terms are

simply the words or phrases found in the documents. In this case phrases typically

refer to multiword terms such as "hot dog".

The focus of this study will be on document clustering. In parlicr-rlar it will look at

the role of NLP in document clustering. This work is largely divided up into three

parts. The first part deals with the background infurmation for this work. The

second part describes the system that is built for this work. The last part looks at the

results of the experiments conducted.

1.2 lnformation Found in Text

Most IR systems treat documents as a collection of words. These systems normally

do not look at how these words relate to each other. It is usually simply a matter of

whether a word is present and the frequency that it occurs. When people read text, it

is not sirnply a matter of what words are present. Often, how a word is used, and
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hor.v it relates to others words are just as imporlant as the word itself. This chapter.

will look at the kind of information that could be obtained from a piece of text and

the fundamental linguistic principles behind the rest of my work. It will also look at

how this information could be automatically extracted.

1.2.1 Part of Speech

Consider the following question. Given the sentence:

Gummi will book the hall tonight

which of the following sentences are more similar to the above sentence.

1) Gummi will read the book tonight

2) Gummi will reserve the hall tonight

When we read these sentences we would immediately say that sentence 2 is more

similar to the given sentence. However, most systems would regard these sentences

simply as a collection of words. Thus, since both sentences differ from the given

sentence by only one word, the similarity between the given sentence and each of the

other two sentences would be the same. Clearlv this isn't risht.

One simple piece of syntactic knowledge that could be added is a part of speech tag.

In the above case, even though the word book appears in both the given sentence and

sentence i, the two words are not the same. In the given sentence book was a verb
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and ìn sentence 1 book was a noun. Instead of simply looking at each term as a word

we can look at it as a word/parl-of-speech pair.

Table L: Comparison of Word vs. Part of Speech Representation

As we can see from the above table, sentence 2 is indeed more similar to the given

sentence when we considel the parl of speech tags as well as the words involved.

Although this example is admittedly simple and artif,rcial, it still demonstrates the

need to disambiguate terms more closely. The use of part of speech tags could be

part of the solution.

Given Sentence Sentence I Sentence 2

words

words with

part of speecli words

words with

part of speech words

words with

part ofspeech

Gummi

wili

book

the

hall

tonight

Gummi_N

will_V

book_V

the_det

hall N

tonight P

Gummi

will

read

the

book

tonight

Gummi_N

will_V

read_V

the_det

book_N

tonight_P

Gummi

will

reserve

tlie

hall

tonight

Gummi_N

will_V

reserve_V

the_det

hall N

tonight P

Number of differences I 2 I
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1.2.2 DependencyGrammar

One way to describe the syntactic structure of a sentence is to use a parse tree. A

dependency tree is a type ofparse tree that describes the syntactic structure ofa

sentence in terms of a set of dependency relationships. A dependency relationship

describes how two words in a sentence are related to each other. Ã dependency tree

is formed by the dependency relationships needed to describe the sentence. The

following is an example of a sentence and the dependency tree for this sentence.

Figure 1: Dependency Tree for "Ilobbes held the brown hamster chocolate"

Each arrow represents a dependency relationship and points from the head word to

its modifier. Typical dependency grammars allow each word to have at most one

head but multiple modifiers [Hudson, i990]. One property that most head words

share is that the modifier changes the head word into a more specific sense of the

head word. In the above sentence hamster turned chocolate into a more specific type
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of chocolate, namely a kind of chocolate for a hamster. Similarly brown specifies

the coloul of the chocolate. If we look at the word held, we see that both Hobbes

and chocolate modify held. Hobb¿s made held more specific in that it specified

exactly who did the holding. Similarly chocolctte made held more specific in that it

states exactly what was held.

By looking at the syntactic structure in this manner we not only see the syntactic

relationships but the semantic relationships as well. That is, not only is the sentence

structure considered but its meaning is also taken into account. To observe this

consider the following. In the previous example, 6 words were present: Hobbes,

held, the, hamster, brown, and chocolate. Simply knowing that these words were

present is not enough because without knowing the syntactic structure, it is very

difficult to determine the exact meaning of the sentence. Consider the following:

Given the sentence: Hobbes held tlte brown hamster chocolate,

Which of the following has a closer meaning to the above sentence?

(a) Hobbes held the chocolate brown hamster.

(b) Hobbes held the white hamster chocolate.
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subj

Hobbes he

Figure 2:Dependency tree for "Ilobbes held the chocolate brown hamster

subj

v\
Hobbes held

vt
hamster ch

Figure 3: Ðependency tree for "Itrobbes held the white hamster chocolate"

In terms of meaning it is obvious to us that sentence (b) is much more similar to the

original sentence (Hobbes held the brown hamster chocolate) than sentence (a).

Typical word representations however would fail to recognize this fact because

sentence (a) contains the exact same words as the original sentence whereas sentence

(b) has a different word in it. With word representations, sentence (a) would be

considered identical to the original sentence. This is clearly not the case. However

if we were to consider the head - modifier pairs in each sentence we would find the

following.
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Orieinal Sentence Sentence 1 Sentence 2

held - Hobbes

held - chocolate

chocolate - the

chocolate - brown

chocolate - hamster

held - Hobbes

held - hamster

hamster - the

hamster brown

brown - chocolate

held - Hobbes

held - chocolate

chocolate - the

chocolate - white

chocolate - hamster

Number of differences AT 1

Table 2 : Comparison of head-modifier pairs

The reason for using dependency relationships is that these relationships not only

state what words were in a documentbut how these words were used. Though the

relationships are syntactic in nature, the underlying semantic relationship is actually

embedded within these syntactic relationships. It is hoped that this information

would add extra precision to the task of clustering documents.

1.2.3 M|¡U|PAR

ln order to use part of speech tags or dependency lelationships, some way of

automatically f,rnding these given a piece of natural language text is necessary. To

do this MINIPAR was used [Lin]. This section will give a brief description of

MINIPAR. The description of how it was actually used in the system will be

discussed in a later chapter of this work.
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MINIPAR is a broad covet'age parser. In other words it is able to handle text about a

wide variety of subjects. MINIPAR is the successor to pRINCIPAR [Lin, 1993].

The output and usage of the two parsers are the same but the internal implementation

is different.

Like PRINCIPAR, MINIPAR differs from most other parsers in that it does not use a

rule-based grammar. Rule-based grammar use many rules to describe how different

syntactic structures could be put together to form proper sentences. These rules may

describe patterns such as S->NP VP (A sentence is made of a noun phlase followed

by a verb phrase). other rules would then go on to describe what patterns

conespond to a Noun Phlase or Verb Phuase. Instead of having all these rules,

MINIPAR is based on a grammal that uses a small number of general principles that

explains why the language pattems exist.

1.3 Docunnent Represer¡tat¡on and Similarity

No matter what clustering algorithm is used, a method of calculating the similarity

will be necessary. Tliis chapter will review how documents are typically represented

and how similarity could be measured.
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1.3.1 Vector Representation and similarity measures

A common way to represent documents in IR involves using afeattre value vector.

Similarity between two documents is calculated by the similarity between its vectors.

Each feature in the vector corresponds to a ternt in the document. Each term usually

refers simply to a word found in the document. However, terms are not restricted to

simply words. Later I will show how syntactic relationships and words can be

combined to form terms.

In a feature value vector, the value of each feature could be binary, indicating the

presence or absence of a term, or it could be numeric, representing some weight of

that term. One possible weight could be the frequency of that term in the document.

Most IR systems employ a stopword list to prevent very common terms such as

"the", "of', and "to", from being used. This is done because these words are too

common to be representative of a document [Frakes andBaeza-Yates, 1992].

Furthermore stemming algorithms are also commonly used so that different

morphological forms of the same term are treated as the one term. For example,

"pruning", "pruned", and "prune" could all be treated as the same term.

To calculate the similarity between two documents, their feature value vectors are

evaluated according to some similarity coefÍicient. There are many similarity

coeffrcients that have been used for clustering. For this work I will concentrate on
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three coefficients. These include the dice coeffìcient lFrakes and Baeza-yates,

19921, the cosine coefficient [Salton and McGill,1983], and a similarity measure

based on information theoly [Lin,.1998].

Before discussing these coeff,rcients it is necessary to define some variables. The

following variables definitions will be used when describing the similarity

coefficients.

Let:

D* represent the vector of terms that represent document x

T(D) rcpresent the set of all unique terms in document D

Ifeight(t,D) represents the weight of the term t in document D

P(t) represent the probability of the term t being found in any document

The similarity between two documents using the dice similarity measure is:

Simu,n(D,,Dr)=

2x \wetghtçt,D,)xweight(t,D.,)
teT(D,)aT(Dr)

lçwe t ght çt,D,))z + \{wttst t {t,D r)fteT(D1) ter(or¡

fFrake s and B aeza-Yates, I 9 92]

Equation I : Dice Similarify Function
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The cosine coeffìcient is calculated in the followine manner:

Sim"o,(D,,D,

[Salton, and McGill, 1 983]

Xwutgu,, (t,D,))2 x Zfwr4nt G ÐfteT(Q) teT(D.)

Equation 2:Cosine Similarity Function

Both the dice and cosine coefficient are widely used in IR. They also have the

property that the calculated similarity value will be a number between 0 and 1.

If two documents share no common term then the similarity is 0. Identical

documents would obviously have a similarity of 1.

Another definition of similarity isthe information theoretic definition of símilarity.

[Lin, 1998] This definition states rhat:

Sim,^,^(D,,D., - I(Comnton (Dt'Dr)) 
- log P(Common (D,,D.))

I(Describe (D,,Dr)) log p(Desuibe (D,,Dr))

Where:

I(common(Dt,DzÐ is the amount of information given by the commonality
between D¡ and D2

I(Describe(D rDzÐ is the amount of information needed to fully describe
D¡ and D2

Equation 3: Information theoretic Defïnition of similariw
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By the above definition we can calculate I (Common (D,, D)) and

I(Describe(D,,D)) in the following manner:

I(Common(D,, Dr)) = 2 lUtnçWeight(t, D,),Weighr(t, Dr))* (-log(P(/)))
teT(Dr)aT(D2)

Equation 4: I(Common(D¡,D2))

I(Describe(D,, Drr, =(,.F{rrighr(t,D,) * (- rog(r(r)))J

.l lwergtxtçt, D,)- (-roe(¡(r)))l
(teI(D2) )

Equation 5 : I(Describe(D¡,Ð2))

Thus,

Equation 6: Information Theoretic Deflnition of Similarity for comparing
documents

Símr,, n =

2 lUt"çWuight(t,D,),Weight(t, Dr))*(-log(P(r)))
teT(Dr)aT(D2)

(_ lt I
| \wetght(t,D,)* (-log(P(/))) l+l Iweight(t,D,)*(-log(P(r)) |

\ter(D¡) ) \terQ) )
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Clearly in order to use Sim¡,,¡o, it would be necessary to have a way of estimating the

probability that a term t will be found in a document. To do this a large corpus is

used. Let f (t) r'eplesent the number of times the term t appeared in the corpus. Let

N be the sum of the frequencies of all terms in the cotpus. Then:

Equation 7:Probability that term t will occur in a document

1.3.1.'l Example:

In the following example I will illustrate how two documents are turned into feature

value vectors using a simple word representation and how each similarity measure

will calculate theil similarity to each other:

My dwarf hamster ate a

small, small, carrot.

Captain Carrot is a six feet

tall dwarf

Document i Document 2

The feature value vectors for these documents would be. The terms that are oresent

in both documents are identified in bold:

^
carrot dwarf ate hamster my small

I 1
I 1 I I 2

Feature value vector for document I

a captain carrot dwarf feet 1S SlX tall
1 1 I f

I 1 1 I I
Feature value vector for document 2
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2x lweightçt, D,)xweighr(t, D.,)
teT(Dr)nT(4)

Simu,",(D,, Dr) :
l{wutglrt(r, D, ))2 + l{wutgt',r(t, Dr))'

teT(Dr) teT(Dr)

2x ((1x 1) + (1x 1) + (1x 1))

Sim"or(D,D) =

(1 +1 +1 +1 +1+1 + 4) +(1 +1 +1+1 +1+1+1 +1)

_6
10+8

= 0.3333

lwetgnt ç, D,) x weight (r, D r)
teT(q)î\T(4)

l{wrrynrî, D,))' ,. I (weight(t, Dr))'
teT(D2)

(1xi)+(1xi)+(1x1)
f-:-

{(1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +4)x (1 +1 +1+1+1 +1 +1 +1)

J
=-

ú0,. s

= 0.335
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s im,.,".. ( D, .D "r- 
I (Co mmon (D t, D.))
I(Desuibe(D, ,D, ))

_logP(Common(D,,Dr))
logP (D es cr ib e(D,,D.,))

Z lUin(lleight(t,D,),Weight(t,D.,))r'(_-log(P(/)))
teT(D,)nT(4)

1.4 Docurnent Glusten¡nE in lR

This section looks at the role of document clusterins in IR. It is a seneral overview

of the approaches and methodologies used in document clustering.

1.4,1 Documentclusteringalgorithms

Document clustering algorithms are typically classified as either hierarchical or non-

hierarchical. Hierarchical clustering algorithms organize the documents into a tree

like structure. Non-hierarchical algorithms simply partition the documents into

(_ lr I
I lweighr(r,D,)*(-log(P(/))) l+l lwetgt tçr,D,)+(-log(P(/))) 

|

\reI(D¡) 1 \ter@2) )
2(3.8+1 |.9+12.1)

(_ I
| ) (3.8+11.9+12.1+9.2+14.0+4.5+7.8 

|

)

(_ I+l F(¡.9+t0.8+11.9+12.1+8.8+4.0+13.2+10.î |
tH"l

\rer(D2) )
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smaller subgroups without forming a structure for them. This section will look at

these two main classes for document clustering.

1.4.1.1 Hierarchical Documentclustering

Hierarchical clustering algorithms can either be divisive or agglornerative. Divtstve

algorithms start with one large cluster to which all objects belong. This cluster is

then divided into two clusters. The process then continues with these new clusters to

form smaller and smaller clusters. This kind of hierarchical clustering algorithm is

less useful for document clustering because typically each document must contain

certain terms to belong to a cluster fWillet, 1988]. The agglomerative clustering

algorithms work in the opposite maruter. These algorithms begin with each

document in its own cluster. These clusters are then repeatedly joined, thereby

creating a tree structure. Typically, these algorithms require an N x N similarity

matrix, where N is the number of objects to be clustered. The values in the matrix

represent the similarities between each pair of objects. The complexity of

calculating the similarity values for this matrix is O Qrl2)

Different agglomerative clustering algorithms select the clusters to be joined

differently. Agglornerative algorithms that have been studied extensively over the

years include single link, complete link, group average, and Ward's method [V/iliet,

1988]. The group average method forms clusters so that the average similarity

between a document and all other documents in its cluster is greater than the
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document's average similarity with all documents in the othel clusters. Ward's

method fonns clusters by joining those clusters that would resnlt in the lowest

increase in the sum of the distance of the documents in a cluster and its centroid.

However, for this study i have chosen to use only the single link and complete link

agglomerative al gorithms.

Single link forms clusters so that each member in a cluster is more similar to at least

one other member of that cluster than to any member of another cluster. Complete

link forms clusters so that any member of a cluster is more similar to the least similar

member of that cluster than to the least similar member of any other cluster fWillet,

1988]. It should be noted that there are actually several specific implementations of

each of these algolithms. In general the run time of O Qrl2) for single link and

complete link may be unsuitable for large collections of documents.

The following is an example, which shows how documents are clustered using both

singie link and complete link. Each of the matrices shows the similarity between

each cluster. Note that once a cluster joins another cluster, it is considered to be a

new cluster and thus the individual similarities between other clusters are replaced

with a new similarity representing the similarity between the new cluster and the

other clusters. The tree structure shows what the clusters look like. Each shape

represents a different cluster. Observe how the matrix changes in each case.
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Figure 4 :comparison of single Link and complete Link Algorithms
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1.4.1.2 Non Hierarchical Document clustering

Non - hierarchical document clustering assigns the documents into different

partitions without any other structuring. They are typically computationally less

expensive than hierarchical algorithms with run times at around O(MN) where M is

the number of partitions and N is the nurnber of documents. Non-hierarchical

clustering was used in most of the earlier work with document clustering due to their

inexpensive nature [Frakes andBaeza-Yates, 1992]. However with the increase of

computational speed, hierarchical methods have become more popular.

Two general approaches to non-hierarchical clustering are single pass and

reallocation methods. Single pass algorithms usually involve choosing some

centroid or representative document for each cluster and assign the other documents.

to these clusters according to its similarity with the representative. A general single

pass algorithm works as follows:

o Assign the first document to be the representative of the first cluster
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€ For every other document:

ø Find the sìmilarity between a document and every existing cluster,

keeping track of the cluster with the l'righest similarity

' If the highest similality value exceeds some threshold then add documerf

to that clustel and evaluate the cluster for a new cluster renresentative

ø Otherwise assign the document as the representative of a new cluster

fFrakes and Baeza-Yates, 1992]

Another approach to non-hierarchical clustering is the reallocation approach. The

basic idea here is that, after forming an initial set of clusters, the documents are then

re-evaluated to form better cluster. A general approach to this is to first assign

documents, by some method, to an initial set of M clusters. A new centroid of each

cluster is then chosen and all the documents are re-clustered. This process continues

until the new set of clusters is identical to the previous set of clusters.

It should be noted that the above approaches are general descriptions for a type of

algorithm. Most non-hierarchical algorithms allow a document to belong to exactly

one cluster. There are however, exceptions to this. For example Rocchio's

algorithm fSalton, I971] is a non-hierarchical clustering algorithm that allows

documents to belong to multiple clusters or no cluster at all.
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1.4.1.3 Non-hierarchicalvs. hierarchical

Some cìustering algorithms do not fall neatly into the two classes of hierarchical or

non-hierarchical clustering. Two such methods are fractionation and buckshot

clustering [Cutting et. al, 1992]. The basic idea behind both of these algorithms is to

use hierarchical clustering over subset(s) of the document collection. Multiple

hierarchies may be formed but because the number of documents used to form any

given hierarchy is relatively small, the N2 runtime is not as big a factor. These

hierarchies are then used to find the centres for a set of partitions. All documents are

then clustered in a non-hierarchically with these centres that were found.

Although non-hierarchical algorithms are computationally less expensive than

hierarchical algorithms, they are less popular. One criticism of non-liierarchical

methods is that the clusters they form are dependent on the order with which the

documents were presented. In [Cutting et. al, 1992], the authors suggests that earlier

work, which used partition clustering to optimize nearest neighbour searching,

required many small partitions to be form and that this view made them less

attractive despite their low cost.
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1.4,2 Scatter Gather

Most of what has been discr-rssed so far looks at clustering as a sort of add on to an

existing IR system. However it has been suggested that clustering could actually be

used as an information access tool in its own right fCutting et al, 1992].

Most IR systems are search systems. That is the system is given a query and returns

a ranked list of documents that match this query. However, another method of

looking for information is to browse the collection. In browsing all documents in the

collection are divided up into smaller subsets. The general content of each subset is

shown and the user could choose which subsets they want to look at. A Scatter

Gather system is based on this principle of browsing.

In a scatter gather system all the documents in the collection are divided up into

clusters (scattered). A general topic description for each cluster is shown. To find

documents on a subject, one or more of the clusters are chosen. The documents in

those clusters that are picked are then gathered together. These are then re-clustered

to form ner¡r', more specific clusters. The process is repeated until the desired

document(s) are found.

Any scatter gather system requires a fast clustering algorithm. This is because the

system is expected to cluster and re-cluster documents on the fly. The typical
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approach of hierarchical clustering with its N2 runtime is not efficient enoggh for

such pulposes' For collections of significant size, such as the TREC collection, even

the linea¡ runtimes of non-hierarchical algorithms are too slow fCutting et al, 1993].

Another approach to clustering involves first building a cluster hierarchy [Cutting et.

aL,1993f for the collection with standard hierarchical clustering techniques. Every

leaf in the hierarchy represents a single document while every internal node

represents a meta-document which is like a summary of the its children. The basic

idea is that clustering is always done on some constant number of nodes. Thus the

interaction time is consmnr.

1.4.3 Uses of clustering

One of the first uses of clustering was to organize data and help limit the size of the

search space [salton, l97l]. The search proceeded by comparing the query with the

centroid vector of each partition. The clusters that exhibited the highest correlation

with the query or had a correlation above some threshold were then searched.

Scatter/gather as a stand alone application tool was shown to be less effective than

searching techniques [Pirolli et. al, 1996l. However, the combination of

scatter/gather browsing with searching has been shown to be more effective than

searching alone [Hearst and Pedersen, 1996]. The idea is to use standard searchins
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techniques to find the documents to be scatter/gathered as oppose to scatter/gatherilg

the entire document collection. A modification to the use of the document hierarchy

described in the previous section allowed a near constant runtime for this process

fSilverstein and Pedersen,l997l. This idea of using clustering to better organize

retrieval results is very appealing. Studies have shown, that users typically would

rather browse through large sets of documents rather than reformulate their query,

thus, the use of scatter/gather to organize this data into more manageable

components make sense intuitively.
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2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes how the experiments were canied out. It begins with a look

at the document collection used for the experiment and how each document is

processed. An overview of how the program for the clustering experiment is

presented next. This is followed by a description of how the different document

representations are implemented and how the probabilities for the terms are

calculated. The fifth section of this chapter looks at the implementation of the

different document clustering algorithms. Finally, the methods of evaluating the

clusters are presented. All discussion of experimental results is presented in the next

chapter.

2.2 The documents

ln order to test how well clustering works, a large collection of documents were

needed. To do this part of the document set from TREC was used. TREC is a yearly

event sponsored by NIST in the United States. Every year there are a number of

tasks that participants can participate in. One of these tasks is the filtering task. For

this task, the set of queries or topics is known right frorn the start but new documents

are added to the collection. The task is to decide whether a new document is

relevant to a query.
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The documents and query are from the TREC-5 filtering task. 48 queries were used

in total. Each query had around 1000 documents where relevance judgements wele

available. In other words, each document had been judged to be either relevant or

irrelevant to a given query. Documents sizes varied widely. Size could range from

100 bytes to 10 kb+.

The size of each query and documents varied widely. However, queries were

typically small compared to the documents. All documents and queries were in plain

text but often contained tags that indicated different sections of the document such as

title, description, text, and so on.

2.2.1 The life of a document or query

As stated earlier all queries and documents from this collection are plain text files

with tags to indicate different sections of the query or document. For the documents,

only the text in the <TEXT> section is used. For the queries, there is no TEXT

section, thus any text other than that in the <head> and <num) sections are used.

Once these documents and queries have had their tags removed they are parsed by

MINIPAR. From each file, three separate files are generated. The first of these files

contain a list of terms which are basically list all the word and phrases of the original

document. The second file is very similar to the first except that it also contains a
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part of speech tag for every word or phrase. The third document contains a list of all

the head/modifier pairs and their relationships. The actual clustering prograrn then

uses these three documents to perform the clusterins

The following example illustrates the three f,rles that are generated when given a

single text file. The example is actually generated by minipar, using the same rules

as those used for palsing queries and documents.

original file

word file
part ofspeech fìle

dependency file

Figure 5:Creation of files for clustering
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It should be noted that for all three files, certain words/relationships are not added to

the files as they contain little ìnformation. For example, the word "the" is not listed,

as it is too common to have any meaning. Once these f,rles are created, the three

documents are used in separate calls to the clustering program. The next section

gives an overview of how the program works.

2.3 ClusterlnE Program overview

Every time the clustering is called, it requires three parameters:

1) The query number

2) The similarity function

3) The representation of the document.

The query number determines the exact set of files to be used. Only those

documents where relevance judgements are available for a given query are used in

clustering. This is done because, without these judgements it would be hard to

evaluate the clustering

The representation of the document could either be word, part of speech, dependency

head/modifier pair, dependency head/relationship pair, and dependency
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head/modifier/relationship tuple. The representation cletermines which form of the

document will be used.

The similarity function is also given as a parameter because how the docnments are

compared is affected by the similarity function used. Also, each run of the program

could take up to several hours for any one given similarity function. It was a good

idea to break it up so that if a machine should crash while the program was runling

only part of the data would be lost.

Once the documents to use and similarity function is decided, all documents are read

into the clustering program. Each document is first compared to the query and a

similarity, which is calculated according to the chosen similarity function, between it

and the query is obtained. The documents are then ranked according to its similarity

to the query.

Once this is accomplished, document clustering begins. Clustering occuÍs only on

the top n documents; where n could be 100, 200, or 300 for hierarchical clustering

algorithms, and 100, 200, 300 or all documents for non-hierarchical clustering. This

is done because all hierarchical clustering algorithms have a run time of O(n2) where

n is the number of documents clustered. Thus, in order to ensure that clustering does

not take too long, a maximum of 300 documents are clustered if the algorithm is

hierarchical in nature.
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For every clustering algorithm, the documents are clustered multiple times. Each

time, eithel the number of documents clustered is different, or the rnaximum number

of partitions is different.

After clustering, the clusters are softed by its average similarity to the query. This

value is used to order the clusters. The documents that were not clustered are

considered to be a junk cluster and was always ranked last. Starting with the most

similar cluster, the documents are placed back in a list. Thus any document in a

higher cluster always occur in the list before any document in a lower cluster

regardless of its original ranking. This new list is evaluated and the results recorded.

Furthermore, the three clusters that have the highest number of relevant documents

are evaluated on their own.

Thus for every query, we look at all 5 different representations of the query and its

documents. Each of these is then clustered according to a different similarity

firnction and the results are recorded. In the next sections we will look closer at how

documents \¡/ere represented and how each clustering algorithm worked.
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2,4 Document Representation and Similarity Functions

As stated earlier, part of this work is to evaluate whether or not different document

representations would give better clustering results. Furthelmore, one of the

similarity functions (Sim¡n¡o) is dependent on the plobability of cettain events

occurring. Thus, how a document is represented affects how the similarity function

behaves. This section will look at the different document representations and how

Sim¡n¡o is affected by this.

2.4.1 As Words

This is the simplest representation of a document. We view the document as being

made up of a bag of words or phrases. Note that phrases in this case refer to

multiword terms such as "hot dog" and not true syntactic phrases. With a word

representation, we simply compare documents based on how often a word or phrase

occurs within the document. Thus, each term of our feature value vector represents

the number of times a specific word or phrase occurred within a document. The

following formula for probability that a particular term will be found within a

document is used to calculate Siminro

P (t erm found in do cument) =
Numb er of time s term app e ar e d i n N do cument s

Total number of terms in N documents

Equation 8 : probability of finding a term using word represenation
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2.4.2 As Words with Part of Speech Tags

This representation is very similar to the basic word representation. The only

difference here is that associated with every word is a part of speech tag that

identifies the role of the word within a sentence. Thus a term in this case refer to the

word./part of speech pair as opposed to simply the word on its own. The probability

of finding a word with a particular part of speech is defined as:

P(T* ,)=
Numb er of t ime sw app e ar e d as a pinN do cument s

w'P / 
Totalnumberof termsappearingas pwithinN documents

where Tw,p is a term with the word or phrase w and the part of speech p

Equation 9:Probabilify of finding a term using Part of Speech Representation

2.4.3 As Dependency Relationships

A dependency relationship has three components: the head word, the modifier and

the relationship between the head and the modif,rer. Part of this work is to determine

which of these are useful in clustering. For these experiments, three uses of the

dependency relationships were studied. The first is to use all three components.

This representation will be referred to from here on as the Dep3 representation. The

second is to use only the head word and its relationship type. From here on, this

representation will be known as the Depht representation. The third method is to use

the head word and the modifier. This third method will be known fi'om here on as

the Dephm representation.
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The foilowing functions indicate how the probability of a term is calculated for. dep3,

depht and dephm representations.

p(,t- , _ Number of times h relates to any u,ord with relation,ship type t in N documentst \rh,tr-

where T n,, is a term with head word h and relatíonship t

Equation

D('t- \ -r\rhtm)-

10:Probability of finding a term using DepHT representation

Number of times h modirtes m with relationship type t in N documents

Total number of terms in N documents

whereTtr,,,*it atermwithhead word hand modifier m

Equation l2:Probability of finding a term using DepHT representation

P(Tt,^
Numb er of t ime s hmo difiesm in N do cume nt s

T ot al numb er o f t ernts inN do c um ents

wher eT r,^is at ermw ithhe ad w or d h and modifterm

Equation 11:Probability of finding a term using Dephm representation

2.5 C!usteringAlgorithms

As stated in the background portions of my work, both single link and complete link

have been used earlier in document retrieval. For my work. these two alsorithms
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were used to provide a basis of comparison. Aside from these, two other clustering

algorithms were also looked at. One was a non-hierarchical clustering algorithrn and

the third was a hybrid of single and complete link algorithms. This section will look

at these clustering algorithrns in more details.

2.5.1 Single and Complete Link

Single link and complete link are standard clustering algorithms. The description of

their general operation was provided in the background section of this work. In this

portion, I would like to present the one modification I made to these algoritluns.

Recall that single link and complete link cluster documents by iteratively combining

the most similar clusters to form a new cluster. As a result, a tree like structure is

formed. Each sub-tree can be viewed as a separate cluster. Also recall that the

experiments reorder the documents according to which cluster the document

belonged to. If we were to form one big tree structure, we would need to break it up

so that we would have these separate clusters. Thus, instead of forming one big

cluster, the modification made to the single link and complete link algorithms

stopped the clustering when the set number of clusters remained. This same

modification was made to the hybrid hierarchical clustering algorithm
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2.5.2 Hybrid Hierarchical Algorithm

Recall that single link works by clustering the most similar two clusters. Once this

new cluster is formed, its similarity to another cluster is the higher of the two

original similarities. This sometimes will cause the clustering algorithm to generate

long chain-like cluster. Thus, the following hybrid algorithm was introduced to

study whether or not it could help alleviate this problem.

This modified version of single link clustering works for the most part just like the

single lirik algorithm. The problern in regular single link was caused by the fact that

any high value for similarity between any two members of different clusters became

the dominant similarity value. This occurred regardless of how similar other

members of each cluster was to each other. Thus, in this modified version of sinsle

link, instead of substituting the higher similarity value between any cluster and a

newly formed cluster, we look at whethel or not the lower similarity value is too

low. This was achieved by checking whether or not the lower value was below a

certain threshold value. If it was below the threshold then set the similarity to 0. In

other words if any member of the cluster was too different to another cluster, they

should not be in the same cluster. The threshold value was set at 0.1 durins these

experiments.
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2.5.3 Non-hierarchical clustering

Recall that the genelal non-hierarchical algorithm assigns documents to clusters by

finding the cluster that the document is most similar to. If the most similar

document is below some threshold, the document becomes a new cluster. The non-

hierarchical clustering algorithm used for this work uses this basic algorithm. The

threshold value in tliis case is not a fixed value but is determined by the differences

in the similarity of the document to the cluster.

Furthermore, instead of allowing an unlimited number of clusters to be fomred, a

maximum number of clusters is used. Any document that would have formed its

own cluster after the maximum number of clusters has been formed is placed into a

junk cluster. Any document not used for clustering is automatically considered to be

part of the junk cluster.

2.6 Evaluation

Two standard measurements of performance in information retrieval are precision

and recall. Precision measures how accurate the retrieval results are. Recall

measures the percentage of relevant documents returned. For example, suppose that

some search engine was given a query, and after searching through a set of

documents, returned 20 documents that it considered as matching to the query.
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Suppose that of these documents 14 were truly relevant to the query. This would

mean that the precision of the system is l}Yo because 70o/o of those documents

returned match the qr-rery. Suppose that within the document collection there were

actually 35 documents that had rnatched the query. Since only 14 of the 35 were

returned, its recall would be 40Yo because oriy 40Yo of the relevant documents were

retrieved

These two measurements are typically used together on a ranked list of documents.

This list represents the order in which the documents would have been retrieved by

the system. The best possible list would have all relevant documents ranked before

all irrelevant documents. To apply precision and recall measurements to this list, we

measure the precision at recall levels, 0o/o,10yo,20yo,...100o/o. We define the

precision at recall level nolo as the highest precision measured after seeing atleast n%o

of all relevant documents.

To illustrate this, consider the following list, which represents a ranked list of

documents. In the table below, the first row represents whether a document is

relevant to a query. An 'R' stands for relevant; an 'I' stands for irrelevant. The

second row holds the precision of the document list after seeing that document.
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to ultimately improve retrieval results. If clusters were well formed, then, we would

be abie to improve search results by rnoving more relevant documents to the

beginning of the list because the cluster would be more relevant.

The second part of the evaluation. evaluates the use of clustering as a browsing tool.

if clusters were part of a browsing tool, then the user of the system would

interactively choose which clusters best matched their needs. If they see that a

cluster is relevant to their need then it would be chosen as one of the clusters to look

at. Since there were no users it was very difficult to see which clusters would

actually be chosen. For estimating how a user might choose which clusters to pick,

the three clusters that contained the highest ratio of relevant documents were

individually ranked and evaluated. The assumption here is that the user would be

able to pick out the cluster that had the most relevant data. If the clusters were well

formed then within the chosen clusters, the probability of finding a document that

matched the query would be much higher than finding the document outside of the

cluster. The same basic precision/recall mechanism is applied to the documents

within a cluster. The number of documents and the number of relevant documents

within these three clusters are also recorded.
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3.1 Res u lts

This chapter will examine the results of the experiments conducted. It will consider

how clustering could be best applied as a useful means of information retrieval.

Furthermore, it will attempt to determine how different factors such as clustering

algorithm, use of natulal language representations, and number of documents

clustered could affect clusterins results.

To facilitate this discussion the following terms will be used throughout this section.

word - word representation

pos - part of speech document representation

dephm - head/modifier dependency representation

depht - head./relationship dependency representation

dep3 - head/relationship/modifier dependency representation

cos - similarity function

dice - dice similarity function

info - information theoretic similarity function

slink - single link clustering algorithm

clink - complete link clustering algorithm

mslink - single link/complete link hybrid clustering algorithm

non-hier - non-hierarchical clustering algorithm
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3.2 Efficiency

An important consideration when evaluating clustering algorithms is the efficiency

of the clustering algorithms. One of the pulposes of clustering is to organize

retrieved documents. Since the set of retlieved documents is not static, our

clustering algorithm must be fast enough to cluster a given set of documents in a

reasonable amount of time. This section will look at how different similarity

functions and document representations affect the speed of clustering.

3.2.1 Efficiency of different clustering algorithms.

As stated earlier hierarchical clustering algorithms generate a matrix of similarity

values. The runtime clustering algorithms for these algorithms are typically O(n2)

where n is the number of documents clustered. Due to this reason, when using any

of the hierarchical clustering algorithms, no more than 300 documents were

clustered. Non-hierarchical clustering algorithms tend to have a linear run time so a

clustering of all documents was performed. The following charts shows the run

times of different clustering algorithms, and how cluster size and the maximum

number of documents clusters affecf.their efficiency.
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Clustering time using Non-Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm
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Number of documents

From the previous chafts, we can clearly observe two main points:

1. All hierarchical algorithms take a similar amount of time for clustering the same

number of documents.

2. The number of clusters formed has little effect on the speed of clustering for

hierarchical al sorithms.

However, it should also be noted that, the non-hierarchical clustering algorithm is

affected by both the number of documents clustered and by the number of clustels

formed. This is reasonable because the non-hierarchical alsorithm works bv

comparing each document with all clusters already formed. Thus, if we allow more

clusters to be formed, each document will need to be compared to more clusters.

'We 
can also observe that the non-hierarchical clustering algorithm is much faster

than the hierarchical aleorithms if the same number of documents were clustered.

The time it takes the non-hierarchical clustering algorithm to cluster all documents
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(around 1092 per query) into 30 clusters is only approximately 50 seconds more than

clustering just 300 documents into 30 clusters for hierarchical algorithms. Thus, we

see that in practice, non-hierarchical clustering algorithms outperform hierarchical

clustering algolithms in terms of efficiency

3.2.2 Efficiency of similarity functions and representations

Although the basic algorithm of comparing two documents is the same regardless of

the similarity function and document representation used, it is nevertheless important

to consider their effects on the efficiency of clustering. For instance, Sim¡n¡o requires

looking up the probability that a given term will appear in a document. How would

this affect the eff,rciency of clustering? The number of terms used to represent a

document will be different for different document representations. Is this difference

big enough to significantly or seriously affect performance?

First let us define the term clustering time as the time needed to cluster z documents

into m clusters using one particular document representation/similarity

function/clustering algorithm combination. The following chart shows the average

clustering time of for any combination of similarity fi:nction and document

representation. The average clustering time below is calculated as the average

clustering time for all clustering algorithms using all combinations of n:100, 200,

300 for all documents(non-hierarchical algorithm only) and m:l0,20 or 30 clusters.
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From the above chart we can see that word and pos representations were the fastest

representations when dice or cosine representation was used. This could probably be

explained by the fact that there are fewer unique terms for word and part of speech

representations than there are for any ofthe dependency representations. Thus

clustering is faster because fewer terms are compared.

When using the information similarity function, the word representation was actually

slightly slower on average than the dephm and dep3 representations. Also we should

note that the speed of both depht and pos slows dramaticaliy when used in

combination with the Sirn¡n¡o. This could actually be explained by the fact that

looking up probabilities for each term of dephm and dep3 is a very simple table look

up, whereas both pos and depht requires looking up several values and summing up

their occurrences before the probabilities could be calculated. Similarly, this explains

why the word representation slowed down slightly as well for the siminro function.
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Another observ'ation that can be made is that the dice sirnilarity ftinction is the fastest

one no matter what representation was used. Depending on the document

representation the info similarity function could be quite slow. However, it should

be noted that for the representations where the probabilities could be calculated with

a simple table look up, the info sirnilarity ftinction was slightly faster than the cosine

representation.

3.3 Precision-Recall rank¡nE

In chapter 2 the standard method of evaluating IR systems was introduced. This

method involves measuring the precision of retrieval results at recall levels 0oá,

I0o/o,20yo...n0%. This section compares the precision recall values of a simple

ordering (no clustering is used) to the precision recall values of a list formed using

clusters.
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3.3.1 Simple ordering without clustering

Before any clustering is performed, all documents are first compared to the query

and ordered according to its similarity to the query. The following charts illustrate

the precision/recall evaluation of ordering the documents using different document

representations and similarity functions.
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Precision/Recall for Simple Ordering using lnfo
Function
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Fol every similarity function, we can see that word and part of speech

representations have the best precision/recall values. Dephm and dep3

representations perform at a similar level, which is always lower than word and part

of speech. The worst performing representation is depht.

The other interesting observation is that the best performing similarity function

seems to be the info similarity function. This can be more easily observed if we

looked at the precision recall values for just word and dephm. Since the pos

representation and dep3 representation are similar to word and dephm respectively,

we can observe this without their presence in the graph below:
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Comparison of similarity fu n ctions
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3.3.2 Reordering after clustering

Once the documents are ordered, clustering using the same similarity function and

document representation occurs for each of the clustering algorithms. Once the

clustels are formed, the clusters are ordered according to its similarity to the query.

The documents within each cluster are then placed back into order so that all

documents within one cluster are placed before all documents of the next cluster.
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The results from simply reordering the documents after clustering were not very

good. Clustering results varied widely depending on the number of clusters formed

and number of documents clustered. Typically, the reordering did not produce

precision/recall values that were significantly better or worse than the original

ranking using the same clocument representation and similarity function.

Furthermore, the average precision (the average of the precision over all recall

levels) was usually slightly lower than the average precision of the original ordering.

This held true for all the different clustering algorithms used.

The average precision of clustering seems most affected by the number of

documents clustered. The following chart illustrates the average precision over all

document representations and clustering algorithms for different number of

documents clustered:
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The difference in the average precision is not very higl-r but it does seem to show a

general trend that clustering more documents tends to reduce the average precision.

Another observation that can be rnade from the above chart is that when clustering

the same number of documents, the average precision for different number of

document representations are fairly similar for each clustering method. Thus it

seems that the method of clustering has little effect on the average plecision.

3.4 Results of Individual clusters

By using clustering, clocuments that are similar to a query should fall within the same

cluster while documents that are not should be in other clusters. Once all clusters are

formed, the three clusters that contain the highest percentage of relevant documents

are recorded. This method of selecting which clusters to look at is akin to having a

user choose the clusters that best represent their query. This section will examine

properties of these clusters and the effects of different document representation and

clustering algorithms on them.

There are several factors to consider when studying these clustels. Firstly we should

examine the number of relevant documents that were actually clustered. Recall that

prior to clustering all documents are first ordered by its similarity to the query. Only

the top n documents are actually clustered. We should take into account the fact that
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some of the relevant documents may not have been ranked among the top n

documents, and thus r,vere not clustered

Furthermore, we have thus far examined performance in terms of precision/recall.

However, clustering has more to do with grouping documents so that relevant

documents end up in the same cluster and irrelevant documents in different clusters.

Thus this section will study those clusters that have the highest proportion of

relevant documents.

This measurement of a cluster can be thought of as another measurement of

precision. However, instead of measuring the precision for a ranking of documents,

we are measuring how precise an entire cluster match a query. By looking at the

clusters that have the highest proportion of relevant documents we are basically

looking at whether or not clustering was able to more successfully identify the

documents that best matched the query and group them together. It should be noted

that when ranking clusters for a re-listing of the documents (the results of the

previous section), these clusters with a higher proportion of relevant documents may

not have been ranked near the top. The intention of the original cluster reordering

was to see whether or not we could create a better ranking without any sort of

intervention. Since there is no way to actually know the relevance of a document,

the heuristic used to rank clusters was based on the similarity between the query and

members of the cluster. Thus, the reordering of documents based on the clusters
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may not actually give us much information on the clusters themselves. This is why

the clusters with the highest proportion of relevant documents need to be studied.

In IR, the two basic measurements of evahration are precision and recall. Precision

measures how relevant the retrieved documents are to a given query, while recall

measure the percentage of all relevant documents that were retrieved. The

measurement of the proportion of relevant documents within a cluster is similar to

the measurement of precision. However this is only part of the picture and a similar

measure of recall should also be used. If a cluster had just one document in it and it

was relevant, it would have a relevant percentage of 100%. However, unless the

original set of documents had just one relevant document in it, the cluster should not

be considered a "good" cluster because it was unable to gather other relevant

documents into it. One method that could be used to measure this is to study the

number of relevant documents that actually end up in the clusters with the highest

proportion of relevant documents.

The next section will look closer at the factors that affect the proportion of relevant

documents found in a cluster. The section after that will study the factors that affect

the number of relevant documents found in the clusters with the highest proportion

of relevant documents.
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3.4.1 Proportion of relevant documents

This section will look at the effectiveness of different clustering algorithms in terms

of the proportion of lelevant documents in its top cluster. The following chart shows

the average proporlion of documents that are relevant within the top three clusters

formed by different clustering algorithms.

_-j

Average Proportion of Relevant Documents
in Top 3 Clusters

Just by looking at the above it would seem that the hierarchical clustering algorithms

are outperforming the non-hierarchical clustering algorithm by quite a margin.

However, we must remember that this chart is showing the cluster with the highest

proportion of relevant documents. This means that if there was just one document in

a cluster and that document was relevant, the cluster would be considered the cluster
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with the highest proportion of relevant documents. Therefore, we cannot draw that

conclusion simply fiont the chaft above.

Earlier, it was found that a simple word representation had provided the best

ordering for documents' Would a simple word representation produce the best

clusters? The following chart illustrates the proportion of relevant documents in the

top 3 clusters after clustering n documents. These values were calculated as the

average of clustering n documents into different number of clusters for different

representations and clustering algorithms.

Average Proportion of Relevant Documents in Top 3
Clusters for Different Document Representations
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word, pos, dephm and dep3 representations are fairly similar. The depht

representation seems to do worse than the others. Again these results are

preliminary and until the actual number of relevant documents within a cluster are

considered' it is hard to say whether or not different document representations affect

clustering results.

Furthermore, recall that the word and pos representations had produced a better

initial ranking of documents than the dependency representations. The percentage of

relevant documents within their initial set was always several percent higher than the

dependency representations. Thus, it should be expected that their clusters would

have a higher proportion of relevant documents as well. If we were to look at the

increase in the proportion of relevant documents for the different representations we

would find that the dependency representations actually have a higher increase than

word or pos. The chart below illustrates this.
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3.4.2 The Number of Relevant Documents

The other measurement for a cluster has to do with the actual number of relevant

documents within a cluster. This value is similar to the recall measurement in that it

measures the number of documents found with respect to the number that could be

found. The following graph shows the average number of relevant documents in the

top 3 cluster for different clustering algorithms.

Average Number of Relevant Documents in Top 3 Clusters
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The first thing we should notice has to do with the hybrid clustering algorithm,

mslink. The average number of relevant documents for n'rslink is really small

(usually below two per cluster). Recall however that the percentage of relevant

documents for this algorithm was quite high. This is an indication that the cluster

that was formed was probably not very good. Consider the case of clustering 100
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documents into 10 ciusters. On average the proportion of relevant documents in the

top three clusters is just a little below 50%. However, on average there was only

around 4.2 documents within tl-re top 3 clusters. If we take a look at the number of

relevant documents in the set of 100 documerrts we i,vould find that on average there

would be around 20 documents. That is, less than25o/o of all relevant documents

were found within the top 3 clusters. Therefore, though the proportions of relevant

documents within the top clusters are very high for mslink, the actual number of

relevant documents found is fairlv low. This indicates that the clusters formed for

mslink were actually not very good. A similar argument also applies to the slink

algorithm though to a lesser extent.

The last of the hierarchical clustering algorithms is complete link. In terms of

proportion of relevant documents, the complete link algorithm had the lowest value

of the hierarchical algorithms. However, in terms of the number of relevant

documents, complete link was able to have better results than either single link or

modified slink.

The clustering algorithm that was able to get the highest number of relevant

documents in its top cluster was the non-hierarchical clustering algorithm. Thus it

would seem that the non-hierarchical clustering algorithm produces a better recall

value than non-hierarchical alsorithms.
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However, it should be noted that the non-hierarchical algorithm works in a different

fashion than the hierarchical algorithms. The hierarchical algorithms begin with n

clusters and group thern until only m clustels are left. With the non-hierarchical

clustering algorithm, no clusters are in place at the beginning. Each document is

either placed into an existing cluster or begins a new cluster. What this means is that

for non-hierarchical clustering, there are times when the number of clusters formed

will be less than m because none of the documents seen were different enough from

existing clusters to form that many clusters. However, this usually only happens

when the m is 10% of n or less. Thus. if we were to look at the number of relevant

documents for 200 docs and 10 clusters, the results should be fairly accurate.

When measuring precision recall values, precision generally decreases as recall

increases. Although the non-hierarchical algorithm had produced clusters with a

lower proportion of relevant documents (lower precision), it also produced clusters

that had more relevant documents in it (higher recall). The question then is whether

or not this is enough to explain the low proportion of relevant documents in the

clusters. This is reallv hard to do because there is no set value for either of these

me¿Nures within a cluster. However. one small estimate we couid make is based on

the fact that if we find two fairly similar recall values, we could then look at the

conesponding precision values. In the above chart, the number of relevant

documents in the top three clusters was fairly similar for clustering 300 documents

into 10 clusters using clink, slink and non-hier. Consider the following:
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Average Proportion of Relevant Documents for Different
Clustering Algorithms
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The above chart is similar to the earlier chart on the proportion of relevant

documents for different clustering algorithms. However, it is further broken down

according to the number of clusters formed. From the above chart, we can observe

that the precision for non-hierarchical algorithms is still slightly lower for a similar

Ievel of recall. In fact, the recall levels for the hierarchical algorithms were actually

slightly higher. Thus, at least with the previous example, the non-hierarchical

algorithm was still showing a lower performance than the hierarchical algorithms.

However, this is just one value. Comparisons at different values of recall may yield

different results. In any case, the above still shows that the nonhierarchical

clustering algorithm does not perform at a significantly lower level than the

hierarchical algorithms.
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Earlier. the effect on the proportion of relevant documents for different document

representations was considered. The number of relevant documents found within the

top clusters should also be considered. However tliere is one difference that must be

taken into account before this could be done. Witli the clustering algorithms, al^

clustering began with the same basic ordered list of documents. Thus, if 100

documents were clustered, the number of relevant documents within those

documents didn't change for clifferent clustering algorithms. However, for

document representations this isn't the case. Different document representations will

produce a different ordered list of documents to begin with. Thus the number of

relevant documents in the initial list is also different. Therefore instead of

considering the number of relevant documents present within the top 3 clusters, a

better measure may be to consider the percentage of relevant documents that was

actually placed into the top clusters. For example if initially there was 20 relevant

documents in the list of 100 documents, what percentage of the 20 relevant

documents was actually found within the top three clusters?
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The above chart shows the percentage of all relevant documents that could be found

in the top three clusters. When looking at different document representations, the

precision for dephm and dep3 had been about the same as word or pos

representations. When 100 documents were used the percentage of relevant

documents in the top 3 clusters \À/as fairly sirnilar for these four clustering

algorithms. However, as the number of documents clustered increases, the

difference in this value between word/pos and dephm/dep3 is much more significant.

Thus, the recall rate of the diffelent clustering algorithms is most likely at least

partly responsible for the high precision value for dephm and dep3.

However another possible contributing factor of why the precision for the

dependency representations were the same may have to do with the size of the

documents we ale comparing. When doing the initial ordering, we compare each

document with the query. Relative to the document, the query is usually very small.

Dependency representations, and to a lesser extent part ofspeech representations,

require a match on the entire term. Since the query is relatively small the probability

of finding an exact match on a term is less likely than when using a word

representation. When documents are clustered, they are being compared to other

documents and not to the query. Thus, the probability of finding matching terms

increases because documents are larger. It would be interesting to see if this was

trulv the case.
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3.4.3 Gonclusions

This work was attempting to study the clustering of docume¡ts. It looked at how

different methods of representing the documents, similarity ftlnctions and clusteri'g

algorithms could affect the clusters formed. From the information gathered, several

conclusions can be drawn.

The use of clustering to reorder search results would not lead to better precision

recall values' The reason why using clustering to reorder the search results did not

improve the ranking may have to do with how clusters are ordered after they are

formed' Due to the fact that there is no way of knowing which cluster would have

the more relevant documents, we could not reorder them based on anything other

than its original similarity to the query. lf a better method could be found to beuer

predict how clusters should be ordered the use ofclusters to reorder search results

may still be improved.

of all the similarity functions used, the info similarity function performed the best in

ordering the documents. Its speed is comparable to that of dice or cosine providing

that a simple method of estimating probabilities was availabre.

For the document representations studied, the simple word representation looked like

it gave the best overall performance. The part of speech representation had a result

very similar to that of word. However, the dependency representations typically did
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worse than the word and part of speech representations. This evaluation of

performance holds for both re-ordering of clustered clocuments and to the evaluation

of the clusters themselves

Of the four clustering algorithms studied 3 were hierarchical and one was not. The

three hierarchical algorithms produced clusters that had a higher proportion of

relevant documents in them than the non-hierarchical algorithm. However these

clusters tended to had fewer relevant documents in them. In other words, there was

higher precision and lower recall for the hierarchical clustering algorithms. The

hybrid algorithm that was tried did not produce very good clusters. It was expected

that the results would fall between that of complete link and single link but this was

not the case.

Though the non-hierarchical clustering algorithm did not produce clusters that were

as precise as those produced by the hierarchical algorithms, it was able to produce

clusters much faster than the hierarchical algorithms. The speed improvement is so

great that depending on the situation, the reduction in precision may be worth the

gain in speed. This is especially true if the number of documents to be clustered is

large.

One criticism of non-hierarchical clustering algorithms is that the clusters they form

depend on the ordering of the items to be clustered. fWillet, 1988] However, this

may not be a bad thing because the documents are ordered according to its similarity
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provide fewer variables in the resulting cluster ancl give a clearer picture of what is

happening.

The methods of evaluating these clusters of documents are not very pr.ecise or

standardized' Developing a more concrete method of cluster evaluation would be a

great asset in determining the "goodness" of a cluster. Providing a standard method

of evaluating clusters would allow better comparisons of results.
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